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of rateless codes, which could serve as a guideline for the optimal design of rateless codes in real-world LT codes with the objective of improving the error floor performance over noisy channels. Gringssystem. Glesa grafkoder såsom lågdensitets paritetskontrollkoder (LDPC-UEP, Unequal error/erasure protection.

Design of regular (2, d_c)-LDPC codes over GF (q) using their binary images. Enhancement of unequal error protection properties of LDPC codes. Improved impulse method to evaluate the low weight profile of sparse binary linear.
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throughput and reliability improvement. Network Coding, Unequal Error Protection, Network Coding for Multimedia Delivery, Network Coding for Distributed Storage. LDPC codes, establishing the generality of our approach.

Contributions.

Focused technical research papers on the theory, design, and applications of computer systems. Topics Three event handlers are proposed to improve TCP throughput.

Article: Unequal Error Protection of Memories in LDPC Decoders
Article: Parallel Decodable Two-Level Unequal Burst Error Correcting Codes.